I watched the pilot-thing on youtube. And I'm reading the initial novel right now. Can't help but genuinely believe that the crew of the Rocinante needs to have looked more like the crew of the Serenity. And something feels off about Miller. Full judgement when I see more episodes, however the potential might be there.
I think 10 is too young to spell out the kidnapping without making her fearful of exactly the same fate. i thought the movie was awful personally especially after seeing the rotten tomatoes rating.
I have a university degree in nutrition and practical in this field
Comparative Study Of Formal And Non Formal Training In Adire Production

Now I just wanted to ask about Viper’s story, is his story going to be standalone or a series? And I am very keen about (grown-up) Lucy and Piper. Practical pointers various phases of field work discussed in a manner designed to afford aid and suggestion to the man with the rate book.
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When is Annalise’s and Aiden’s story coming out?

Cuando sale el 3 libro en castellano?

Will we have Cinder’s Point of View in this story?

I'm reading Vanessa And Her Sister right now, and I love Vanessa's “voice” in her diary entries. I've read all of Virginia’s diaries and letters, but I'm wondering if Vanessa's have been published too. What sources did you read to help you capture/create her voice in the novel?

I’m looking for authors from Britain who write like Rosamune Pilcher, Alexandra Raife, Catherine Cookson, Maeve Binchey; stories set in England, Scotland, and Ireland. Can anyone give me names of authors so I can read more books like Drumweyn, Shell Seekers, etc.? I live in the middle of the U.S. so naturally I am more on American authors. Thanks! Patricia

This isn't a question, but I just wanted to say how excited I was to see Leo Loves Aries up for pre-order on audible!!

I had no idea until a few days ago that the final book in this series was coming out, and I immediately got super excited and ordered it on Amazon (obviously). I realized that it has been a year since reading Golden Son and I hardly remember anything that has happened...my question is this: should I hold off on books 1 and 2 or just start book 3 and hope it all comes back to me?? Decisions...

Hi, Paul. I am looking forward to reading your next book in the "Man of War" universe, any publication date?